
Transform your business and take your success to the next level.
Contact our Caldera development team today!

Matt Teague  760-802-4803

CalderaPromises.com

Rated #1 
by dealers…again
Dealers put their trust in us because we work 
hard to make their business a success. 
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For 4 consecutive years! 



Dealers who partner with Caldera Spas gain a competitive 

advantage with unique marketing and training resources, that 

help put them on a path to success.

When you choose Caldera, you can feel confident that you’ll 

attract hot tub shoppers who turn into buyers. We amplify 

your efforts to reach customers with effective digital and local 

marketing support.

Choose the brand that reaches more shoppers
Caldera is committed to driving traffic into our dealer showrooms. 

We invest in generating and delivering leads to position our 

dealers to make the most of every opportunity and sell more 

spas.

Be part of something greater. Join Caldera Spas and our 

community of satisfied dealers who are transforming their 

businesses and the lives of the customers they serve. 

Learn more at CalderaPromises.com

Caldera dealers are 
      satisfied dealers

“My advice to other dealers is to take 

the tools Watkins gives you and apply 

them to your business…go to the sales 

classes and the factory training. It all 

adds up.”
Jeff Carlson of Combined Pool and Spa

“In my 30 years as a dealer, I’ve 

never had a supplier willing to invest 

in my business like Caldera.” 
Brad Riley of Recreation Unlimited

Wellness is a 
winning sales 
strategy

People in your community 

are looking for ways to relax, 

reconnect, reduce the effects of 

aging and live healthier, happier 

lives. 

Caldera Spas delivers on its 

promise of wellness unlike 

any other brand. Our spas are 

built for comfort, design and 

performance. And with the 

help of our dealers, we inspire, 

invigorate and transform 

customers in mind, body and 

spirit – one soak at a time. 

We are experts at helping 

our dealers share the many 

benefits of regular spa use 

through:

•  Point-of-purchase   

 merchandise

• Sales training

•  Digital marketing content

•  Promotions & programs

When you sell Caldera, you 

sell wellness.

“Watkins is a strong business partner 

and provides a solid roadmap for 

success. Follow the plan and use the 

resources!”
Ryan Brannon of Recreations Outlet



We redefined the way a hot tub      
 should look and feel
The Caldera difference is in the details, and products like our Utopia® Series spas 

represent our most innovative approach to comfort, design and performance.  

That gives our dealers a distinct advantage and visible symbol of all that makes   

the Caldera brand uniquely different.

The visual appeal is matched by jet and comfort features that provide a unique 

restorative massage experience. 

The FreshWater™ Salt System is Changing the Way Consumers View Hot Tubs

Until now, water care has been expensive, complicated and hard to manage. Our 

proprietary design overcomes the #1 objection to hot tub ownership: time and cost 

of maintenance.  The FreshWater Salt System helps water last a full year*, giving you 

a competitive advantage and driving repeat aftermarket sales.

The maintenance-free cartridge is 
hidden away in the bar top and can be 

replaced in seconds, without tools.

*Factors such as bather 
load and water chemistry can 

impact water life. When the spa 
is properly maintained, a 3-pack of 

cartridges with the FreshWater Salt 
System will keep water clean and fresh 

up to a full year. Not available in Canada.

Available on all Utopia® and Paradise® Series Spas

  

Peace of mind is 
integral to the 
wellness equation
When you sell wellness, you don’t want to worry about 

whether your chosen spa brand will meet customer 

expectations – or what you’ll do if it doesn’t.

A Caldera spa delivers the confidence that only comes when 

you know the product is protected by one of 

the most complete warranties in the industry. We engineer 

our hot tubs for dependability and build them with 

high-performance components.

From precision craftsmanship to rigorous quality control 

testing, each Caldera spa is subject to strict standards for 

fit and finish.

A legacy of trust
Caldera is manufactured by Watkins Wellness™, the global 

industry leader. We’ve earned our reputation serving 

customers and making their needs our top priority. We know 

being a world-class company can only happen through dealer 

loyalty and satisfaction—and that only happens when we 

deliver on our promises.

Watkins Wellness is part of Masco Corporation, a Fortune 

500 company, and is one of only a few portable hot tub 

manufacturers to achieve an ISO 9001:2015 quality 

management systems certification from Lloyd’s Register 

LRQA. 



Serious Comfort
Owning a Caldera spa is about more than making people feel good. It’s about 

helping them relax completely, in a place where they can leave stress behind and 

fully connect to family, self and what matters most. Stress can affect the immune 

system, social interactions and overall health. We take comfort seriously, so you 

can give your customers serious comfort and whole-body well-being.
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If nothing changes,
your business stays 
the same.
TAKE THE QUIZ
If you can check 3 or more boxes, then it’s time to 
step up to the Caldera® experience!

q	Slow-moving product

q	Lack of store traffic

q	 Increasing competition

q No new ideas, energy or creativity in our business

q Dated, uninspired spas & accessories

q Minimal manufacturer support

q No time to make changes

q My company is too small

q Few financial resources

q My staff does not like change

q Few or poor-quality leads

q No marketing support or ideas

q Lack of training, expertise & tools

q We’ve always done it this way…

Make the change
Call Caldera today and transform your business. 

Matt Teague  760-305-4379

THE CALDERA 
DEALER EXPERIENCE
Our personal, hands-on orientation includes a 
proven plan to energize your staff, showroom 
and business.

aUnload the truck & best practice check-in

aShowroom design & layout

aPOP assembly & placement

aShipping invoice review

aWatkins Wellness™ contracts & communication

aOnline resource sites & tools

aService department best practices

aSales tools review (closing sheet, quote sheet, 
 sales & delivery contract, traffic sheet)

aProduct knowledge training

aSalesforce lead management program

aMarketing resources access

aCo-op program review

aWatkins Wellness training program update 
 (Sales, Marketing, Service, Management)

aOnline warranty registration & claims processing

aPost-sale customer support and 
 follow-up programs



For more information, visit CalderaPromises.com 
To learn more, contact Matt Teague at 760-802-4803 or Leo Hamacher at 760-305-4423 (International) 


